History in Black and White: a critical analysis
of the Black Armband debate
Anna Clark
In December 1998, a letter from B J Wright of Glenelg East, South Australia, was
published in Quadrant, a conservative Australian literary journal. Wright
complained that the recent widespread commemoration of Aboriginal history was
endangering the country:
Sorry Day was nothing less than an emotion-driven exercise in Black-armbandism
for the moral uplift of middle class non-natives. The result of all this may well be
the unintended adoption of very opposite attitudes by the manipulable young.1

‘Black armband’ history came to define a growing reappraisal of Australia’s past,
demonstrated through public remembrances like Sorry Day. It was a label of
derision, a blanket term designed to dismiss increasingly critical approaches to
Australian history as unnecessarily bleak and overly ‘emotional’. This ‘black
armband’ tag was a strategic conservative swipe at histories that revealed
Australia’s past as racist and violent. Its application served to present critical
history as unbalanced, a misrepresentation of our national heritage. Such a view
held that, in spite of its historical ‘blemishes’, to deny Australia its rightful
national story was at best recklessly naïve, at worst unAustralian.
Critical Australian histories had long provoked significant conservative
disapproval.2 In 1984, Geoffrey Blainey’s Warrnambool speech sparked a national
controversy and debate. Directed at Australian immigration policy, he questioned
whether multiculturalism, and in particular Asian immigration, was in the national
interest.3 As the debate wore on, however, it became clear that his comments were
part of a wider appraisal of contemporary Australian society, identity and history:
Attempts to depict Australian history as mainly a story of exploitation, of racial
violence, of oppressions and conflict have a measure of truth, but contain a larger
measure of untruth.4

Ten years later, Blainey introduced a vivid mark of bereavement to illustrate the
apparent emotional darkness of this writing.5 Such history was ‘black armband’,
he said. It reacted against the Australian achievement with a dark mourning of the
nation.
Black armbands are signs of sympathy and respect. Socially, they have
constituted public demonstrations of conventional sorrow, and they are strong
symbols in the ritual of mourning. Footballers have worn them for years, loyally
venerating a dead ex-player, family member or Club associate. The football
analogy may have rung strong for Blainey, a respected historian of Australian
Rules, when he used this image as a populist metaphor for an apparent revisionist
bereavement.6 Black armbands have also constituted powerful political images of
grief. Aboriginal activists wore them in the 1970s as signs of mourning and
resistance. The imagery of the black armband plays a significant symbolic part of
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protest. Mark McKenna has astutely pointed out that by appropriating the black
armband, Blainey twisted its political origins of often radical dissent to a
pejorative catch-all for revisionist history.7
By injecting the black armband into the debate, Blainey gave this discussion a
persuasive metaphor and new impetus. Since his original 1993 usage, the black
armband debate has ranged widely, its momentum increasing as commentators
entered the ensuing discussion. The debate has culminated with the assertion that
not only are critical readings of the past coloured or biased, they have been
integral to a sustained left-wing programme of negativity and misinformation. In
2000, historian Keith Windschuttle’s series of articles published in Quadrant
claimed that the Australian public had been deliberately misled by ‘a major
academic deception’.8
Over the past twenty years, Australian historians have conducted a story of
widespread massacres on the frontier of the expanding pastoral industry …
However, when it is closely examined, the evidence of these claims turns out to be
highly suspect.9

His arguments have fuelled the latest instalment of this continuing historical
disagreement.
This is a debate, however, with profound limitations. First, the conservative
obsession with balance reveals its own polemical strategy. Blainey initiated the
metaphor of the ‘balance sheet’ to portray revisionist history as lop-sided and
extreme.10 ‘Balance’ was presented as an historical compromise between
competing claims to the past, but it is the ‘balance sheet’ that forms the critique of
critical history today. And it is this dichotomy, between ‘balance’ and ‘black
armband’ that has resolved the terms of the debate. The conservative rejection of
revision has been a political manoeuvre, deflecting the substantial consequences
that critical histories have brought to light: public policies of child removal are
downplayed as ‘historical blemishes’,11 the claims of the stolen generations
refuted for being statistically insignificant.12 For this is black armband history, its
critics claim, a history weighed down and weakened by its emotional engagement
with the past.
Moreover, the conservative arguments against black armband history have
altered the view that the Australian historical establishment lies within traditional
narratives of progress and democracy. Critical histories sought to question many
established assumptions about Australia’s past. Not only has their challenge been
dismissed as extreme by conservatives, it has been rejected for its supposed
domination of contemporary historical discussion. With the twist of a metaphor,
the nascent perception that Australian history was under the hold of a domineering
left-wing academic influence was vitally illustrated: the vocal minority was in
control; the mainstream was under threat. B J Wright’s intervention and
Windschuttle’s vociferous campaign reflected the shift in interpretation away from
radical history as a challenge to Blainey’s suggestion it had come to constitute an
orthodoxy.13
The growing acceptance of ‘black armband’ as a term for historical revision
has implications beyond the immediate scope of the debate itself. To imply that
revision is inherently critical or biased is to misunderstand the way the past is
continually re-evaluated. Revisionist challenges to understandings of the past
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should not be misinterpreted as ‘opposition’, but the discourse of ‘black
armbandism’ has established a framework where readings of Australian history are
positioned diametrically. It is not just conservative historians and politicians who
have adopted Blainey’s black armband imagery. Progressives have attempted to
refute criticisms of revisionist history while accepting the terms Blainey proposed.
They too are trapped within the narrow scope of a debate that sidelines
complexity. By constituting historiographical movement as simple and reactive,
the black armband debate fails to encompass an ongoing process. By framing
history writing as a set of opposites, rather than a series of encounters with the
past, the debate overlooks the interpretive aspects of reading the past; it fails to
comprehend the nature of revision as potentially expansive. Those who engage in
the debate are ultimately limited by its explicit parameters of division.
Capturing the mainstream
In his 1993 Latham Lecture, Blainey emphasised that the main culprits of the
black armband view were the historians themselves. Mentioning the ‘gloomy’
historical vision of Manning Clark, Blainey went on to add that some recent books
by historians were also propounding a bleak interpretation of history and even
‘schoolchildren are often the target for these views’.14 The popular commentator
Gerard Henderson agreed, and argued similarly that:
Australians are variously portrayed as racist, sexist, materialist and with very little
culture … This is alienated history at its worst. On any balanced analysis, Australia
has been a remarkably successful nation.15

Henderson had also blamed Clark for popularising this ‘alienated’ view of the
past. He accused historians like Clark, as well as art and social critic Robert
Hughes and the ‘radical’ John Pilger, of denigrating Australian history:16
so much of our history is taught by the alienated and discontented. Australia
deserves better … It is time to junk guilt and alienation. Down with the falsification
of Australian history.17

Blainey and Henderson imply that ‘our history’ embodies the real Australian
narrative. This notional single story is used to distinguish a common Australian
experience that constitutes the identity of ‘mainstream Australia’.
Writing for Quadrant in 1992, the freelance historian Robert Murray
exclaimed that historical revision was seeping ‘into general public ideas about the
past’, and endangering the national narrative.18
Wildly inaccurate clichés, usually seeking consciously or unconsciously to
discredit the Australian past, have now become so commonplace that they threaten
to rewrite the national story in the public mind.19

By 1997, Blainey concluded, while many historians preached the black armband
view, it had become more emphatic outside the history books. The recent
historical swing, he asserted, had ‘run wild’ and was ‘noticeable on the TV news,
ABC radio, and the highbrow dailies’.20
The apparent risk critical history posed to the ‘mainstream’ propelled this
growing conservative anxiety. The belief that a dangerous revisionism was
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descending over the nation was widespread. Like red communist arrows
advancing across 1950s maps of Asia, an insidious ideological threat was seeping
into homes throughout Australia via newspapers, television and even school texts.
black armband history was harmful, wrong and increasingly prominent.
A number of factors contributed to the impression of a widening black armband
lens. Native title and Bringing them home, the report into the stolen generations,
were premised upon understandings of Australia as historically and institutionally
inequitable. Mateship and equality, central tenets of the ‘achievement’ story, are
difficult to reconcile with racism and dispossession. The debates about invasion
and racism that inevitably flowed on from these developments were played out
again in discussions over history syllabuses in schools and in public fora.
The Native Title Act of 1992 prompted a large conservative backlash. Refuting
the historical untruth of terra nullius, the High Court’s decision was judicial
recognition of a continuous history of European colonisation and Aboriginal
deprivation. The judgements of Justices Deane and Gaudron determined that
dispossession had left a ‘national legacy of unutterable shame’.21 Revisionist
histories were used by the High Court to challenge the narrative myths of
Australian settlement and progress. Blainey reacted fiercely, attacking the High
Court Judges (‘gripped by their black armbands’) for advocating a divided
Australia.22 ‘It perpetuates a new form of racial discrimination’, he said, ‘a nation
wide form of land tenure based on race’.23 His response to land rights had not
always been so dismissive. In August 1979 the Aboriginal Treaty Committee,
chaired by Nugget Coombs, published an ad in the National Times. Appealing for
a Treaty with Aboriginal people, the full page spread was signed by a number of
prominent figures from across the political spectrum, including Geoffrey
Blainey.24 How times change. Seventeen years later he was accusing the new
legislation of reverse racism. Yet Blainey’s response to Mabo missed the founding
legal principle of native title, which was the inclusive effort to recognise and
accommodate Indigenous forms of land tenure. His blind assumption that Mabo
was a nationally divisive judicial imposition ignored the import of this initial legal
reception of Aboriginal ownership.
Others also defensively rejected the historical implication of the Mabo
decisions. Ray Groom, the Liberal Premier of Tasmania, reacted with strong
denials to State Parliament, saying that there was never any genocide in Tasmania.
He accused the Labor Prime Minister, Paul Keating, of being ‘hell-bent’ on using
the Mabo decision to rewrite Australian history. The federal leader of the National
Party, Tim Fischer, claimed that Mabo had been ‘hijacked’ by ‘politically-correct
agenda setters’.25
Much of Mabo’s significance lay in the way it registered a wider
reconceptualisation of Australian history. The grave problems of colonisation
were discussed widely in the media. And the anxiety such problems provoked was
particularly visible in the growing controversy over teaching history in schools. In
February 1994, a new school text in Queensland suggested teachers use ‘invasion’
rather than ‘settlement’. It also maintained that the use of ‘explorer’, ‘pioneer’ and
‘discoverer’ were unsuitable because they implied Australia was uninhabited
before colonisation. Queensland Labor Premier, Wayne Goss declared that the
‘politically correct’ references in the new Year 5 Social Studies textbook went too
far.
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I think just about all Australians would not regard what happened in 1788 as an
invasion. There is a world of difference between the arrival of the First Fleet and
what most people understand as an invasion.26

In a letter to Carole Ferrier at the University of Queensland, Goss contended that
his own position was informed by a concern to teach ‘the facts’:
if they teach students the facts then those students can make up their own mind as
to whether they regard the events of 1788 as an invasion or settlement.27

Goss’s division of ‘invasion’ and ‘settlement’ reproduced the historical bipolarity
implied by the black armband metaphor. Moreover, his demand for ‘the facts’
ignored the premise of the Queensland text, which was an endeavour to
encompass and analyse different historical perspectives of European colonisation.
Later that year, the Liberal Minister for Education in New South Wales,
Virginia Chadwick, was similarly condemned at the National Party State
Conference for allowing the word ‘invasion’ to be included in the new primary
social studies syllabus in place of ‘settlement’.28 A delegate who initiated the
motion said there was no need to change the way that Australian children had been
learning for two hundred years:29
The wording as is — settlement instead of invasion — portrays the idea white man
came into Australia and settled without the idea of invading the country.30

The draft was consequently toned down. ‘Invasion’ was removed from some
sections of the syllabus and replaced by more neutral terms, such as ‘arrival of
British people’ and ‘before 1788’.31 In response, the New South Wales Teachers’
Federation threatened to ban the syllabus.
Then in Opposition, John Howard accused the Federation of attempting to
distort the past to make a ‘contemporary political point’. Its members were guilty
of ‘ideologically driven intellectual thuggery’.32 ‘The description “invasion”’, he
later maintained, ‘should never have been in the syllabus in the first place’.33 The
word ‘invasion’ challenged the legitimacy of Australia’s foundation. Recognition
of that illegitimacy in history syllabuses extended the concern about changing
approaches to Australian history into the realm of public education. Speaking with
the populist talkback radio host John Laws after his election in 1996, Howard
denounced the ‘black armband curriculum’:
To tell children whose parents were not part of that treatment, to tell children who
themselves have been no part of it, that we’re all part of it, that we’re part of a sort
of racist and bigoted history is something that Australians reject.34

Howard’s concern with teaching paralleled public comments by educationists who
also maintained that current syllabuses were overly negative. Patrick O’Farrell,
Professor of History at the University of New South Wales, was adamant that the
guilt school of Australian history teaching had gone too far. History education, he
felt, had ‘fallen on evil times, both in schools and universities’.35 Kevin Donnelly
was the prominent Director of Education Strategies, a Melbourne-based
consulting group that prospered during the Liberal Kennett Government in
Victoria. Speaking at a forum on ‘Black Armband History’ in 1997, Donnelly
focused on the teaching of history in Victorian schools, and argued adamantly that
revisionist historians were a bad influence on the education system.
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Instead of trying to understand past events by placing them in their historical
context, these historians take the moral high ground. They interpret the past in light
of what is now considered to be politically correct; especially in terms of ‘gender,
ethnicity and class’.36

Again, the idea of ‘balance’ implicitly returns as critical history is condemned as
corrupted by contemporary interests. Education critics insist the new history
curricula contain an insular political bias. Like Blainey, they accuse the black
armband historians of judging the past rather than providing a balanced account of
it.
At the end of 1992, the year of the High Court’s Mabo decision, Labor Prime
Minister Paul Keating gave his now famous ‘Redfern Park Speech’. Lamenting
the European destruction of Aboriginal life, Keating turned to the need for
reconciliation. Guilt was not a constructive emotion, he said. Rather, we need to
‘open our hearts a bit. All of us’.37 Keating’s push for reconciliation reflected his
opinion that Australia’s destiny had always been shaped by Labor.38
In response to Keating’s sentimental inclusiveness, Howard sought to
capitalise on the increasing public anxiety about Australian history aroused by the
issues of native title and discord over ‘invasion’. By 1996, he was campaigning
with the election slogan ‘For All of Us’. Like ‘mainstream Australia’, Howard’s
‘All of Us’ invoked a collective Australian identity. It also became an astute
conservative slogan that played off racial disharmony for political gain; as Noel
Pearson contended, it implied an Australia ‘For All of Us (but not them)’.39
Howard had completed shrewd linguistic adjustment, a shift of imagery, where ‘all
of us’ was manipulated from an illustration of reconciliation to division.
The hysterical nationalism of Pauline Hanson’s foray into Federal Parliament
also utilised this rhetoric of double meaning. ‘One Nation’ was a programme
initiated by Keating’s Labor government in 1992 to foster greater inclusiveness.40
In 1996, Hanson’s One Nation Party was demonising anyone who had the temerity
to challenge a mythological ‘mainstream’ by being different. Hanson had lost
Liberal pre-selection leading up to the 1996 election for making anti-Aboriginal
statements. But after she won the seat of Ipswich and formed One Nation, Howard
refused to condemn her.
While the Prime Minister defended Hanson’s right to ‘free speech’, he
continued to combat what he saw as a left-wing monopoly of Australian history.
Keating’s strong insistence that labour ideals had won a great historical victory
over stifling conservatism irked Howard. Labor’s ‘propaganda’ and ‘revisionist
history’, he argued, was allowing the past to serve Labor’s cause.41
One of the more insidious developments in Australian political life over the past
decade or so has been the attempt to re-write Australian history in the service of a
partisan political cause.42

The Liberal Party, he maintained, needed to reject the ‘attempted re-writing of
Australian political history by our political opponents’.43 But as Tony Birch has
argued, Howard’s finger pointing at perceived historical bias revealed his own
political motivation against progressive influences in Australia: ‘black armband’
was utilised as populist rhetoric alongside ‘guilt industry’ and ‘Aboriginal
industry’.44
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In 1997, the report into the separation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
children from their families was published and tabled in Federal Parliament.45 The
Federal government refused to apologise to the stolen generations:
the government does not support an official national apology. Such an apology
could imply that present generations are in some way responsible and accountable
for the actions of earlier generations, actions that were sanctioned by the laws of
the time, and that were believed to be in the best interests of the children
involved.46

The refusal to apologise was caught up in the quest for ‘balance’ against guiltridden and overly emotional history, and this obsession with objectivity was
revisited in early 2000. A government submission to the Senate inquiry on
compensation for children forcibly removed dismissed the term ‘stolen
generation’ as inaccurate:
The government is concerned that there is no reliable basis for what appears to be
a generally accepted conclusion as to the supposed dimensions of the ‘stolen
generation’ … At most, it might be inferred that up to 10% of children were
separated for a variety of reasons, both protective and otherwise, some forcibly
and some not. This does not constitute a ‘generation’ of ‘stolen’ children. The
phrase ‘stolen generation’ is rhetorical.47

Refusal to apologise to Aboriginal people over forced child separation was
maintained in spite of prolonged attempts to elicit an apology for Japanese
wartime atrocities.48 Ten years earlier, Blainey had castigated Prime Minister Bob
Hawke for flying the Australian flag on Parliament House at half-mast when
Hirohito had died, because the Japanese Emperor was a war criminal.49 And only
three weeks after the Government submission had denied the ‘stolen generation’,
Howard was praising the ‘remarkable legacy’ of that ‘great-hearted generation’,
the Anzacs.50 Ostensibly, the exact figures of child removal were hard to establish.
Apparently, it was impossible to offer a formal apology because there was no
historical continuity between the actions of those in the past with the present. Yet
less than ten per cent of the Australian population enlisted in the first world war,51
and Howard commended the inheritance we claim from the Anzacs today.
we claim from them a heritage of personal courage and initiative … We come to
join with those that rest here in a shared love of our nation.52

Howard affirmed a white Anzac inheritance only weeks after denying a black one.
Aiming to white out the ‘black spots’ in Australia’s history, the Prime Minister’s
rhetoric of unity masked his politics of division.
The notion of a cohesive ‘mainstream’ concealed tactics that capitalise on
social anxieties. This type of political strategy is framed by what Mark Davis has
called the ‘power of divisiveness’.53 Davis analysed ‘wedge politics’ as a
calculated political manoeuvre: ‘All of Us’ are united in rhetoric but remain
divided by the false poles of this national debate. On one level ‘mainstream
Australia’ reflected this falsehood, and merely reproduced the simplicity upon
which the black armband discussion was founded. ‘Mainstream Australia’ was a
vague national identity, an abstract collective whose dimensions were never
established. Yet the ‘mainstream’ was also a political invention which emphasised
divisiveness. In this sense, the black armband debate represented an astute
conservative grab for control.
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Reconstructing ‘Black Armband’
Some historians have accepted Blainey’s terminology and proudly embraced
critical history as ‘Black Armband’ in an attempt to deflect the slogan away from
its target of revision. The tragic nature of our past requires black armbands, such
historians hold; those who ignore it are wearing ‘white blindfolds’. But there
remain problems with this approach. Embracing the notion of ‘Black Armband’
history perpetuates the dichotomy of historical approaches established by the
debate. Direct engagement with conservative critics has rightly questioned the
motives behind the construction and manipulation of ‘Black Armband’. But by
connecting with a simple historical framework, this embrace remains an
inadequate response to the complexity which arises from differing interpretations
of the past.
Speaking at a debate at the University of Melbourne in favour of the
proposition that ‘Australia’s historians should wear black armbands’, Janet
McCalman argued we need to be more responsive to the terrible aspects of our
past which have been ignored for too long.54 Highlighting the often-hideous
narrowness of denying Australia’s colonial legacy, McCalman looked at the
historian’s duty to uncover this painful past.
There is no way that we can pretend that white Australia does not have a black
history. The achievements of white Australia were considerable and deserve their
own rich history. But all those achievements were only possible because we took a
land that belonged to another people; we pushed them aside; we supplanted them;
and subsequently we murdered them, poisoned them, infected them, disinherited
them, put them in chains, and attempted even to dehumanise them.55

McCalman’s position pointed to the necessity for an encompassing history, for a
recognition of the past as overwhelming and ever present. Perhaps it is unfair to
criticise her in the context of the simplistic and negative parameters that framed
the conservative instigation of ‘Black Armband’. For it is true: we cannot pretend
that Australia does not have a black history. But unlike McCalman, I am not sure
that we have ‘no honest alternative’ than to wear black armbands.56 Promoting
‘Black Armband’ history accepts the simple divisions established by the larger
debate. Wearing a black armband is more complicated than showing historical
empathy and respect. Accepting the metaphor strengthens the imagery of black
and white historical approaches, playing into the conservative dismissal of
revision.
Robert Manne also spoke in the Melbourne debate in favour of ‘Black
Armband’ history. Admitting a negative view of the Australian past could at times
be taken too far, he nevertheless argued that its recognition was crucial. If we did
not study the terrible history of race relations in Australia, he said, invoking
W E H Stanner, it would forever remain a ‘melancholy footnote’ in the margins of
our history.57
Manne’s position on Australian history has been seminal. As editor of the
conservative Quadrant magazine in the 1990s, he moved after the 1996 ballot
from an editorial stance opposing revisionist history and political correctness to a
repudiation of the Howard government’s approach to the history of race
relations.58 Howard’s election, Manne had originally commented, was a positive
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move away from an uncertain, dynamic future and a return to the security of the
past.59 Yet within four months, he was arguing that Howard was being
‘depressingly dispirited’ with regard to Aboriginal issues.60
Manne embraced much of the history that was coming to light with the report
on the stolen generations, Bringing them home, and loudly criticised conservatives
who failed to appreciate its historical significance:
Many conservatives in this country still have a moral blindspot about the
dispossession of the Aborigines and its meaning.61

The denigration of this history by conservatives jeopardised what Manne felt to be
its great worth: reconciliation. Failure to reconcile with the past is limiting.
‘Australian historians should indeed wear black armbands’, he declared.62
Henry Reynolds, perhaps Australia’s best-known critical historian, has also
sought to challenge the conservative critique by positing revision within the
existing structures of the Black Armband debate.
Black-armband history is often distressing, but it does enable us to understand the
incubus which burdens us all.63

Reynolds’ work offers valuable insight into the history of race relations in
Australia. He has written much to change the perception of Australian history,
acknowledging the implicit exclusion of Aboriginal people from its narrative.64
But by accepting the narrow, polarised scope of the Black Armband debate, he in
effect endorsed it as a legitimate rationalisation of approaches to the past.
Other historians have also attempted to shift the conservative attack upon
revisionist history. Rather than reproducing Blainey’s definition of revisionist
history as ‘Black Armband’, they have moved further, attempting to reveal what
‘Black Armband’ really means. Stephen Muecke has contended that ‘all the most
memorable national historical events are “black armband” events’. ‘However’, he
suggested, ‘the critics of the “black armband view” want to be selective about
whose dead should be honoured in this kind of way’.65 Muecke, an influential
cultural critic, has written incisive postmodern analysis about the contextual
differences between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal cultural frameworks. His
work has included important inquiries into the difficulty of writing about race
relations from the context of a western academic tradition.66
Muecke’s entrance into the Black Armband debate was also a study of
language and narrative. He argued that commemorating the dead was a legitimate
part of national identity. But he was adamant that by associating ‘Black Armband’
history with guilt, its ‘critics’ missed the point about what black armbands
represent as symbols of veneration, and as a means of inserting Aboriginal
experience into the Australian narrative.
There is nothing morbid about these investments in the dead. To use another cliche,
they ‘strengthen national character’. More importantly, the black armband, like the
one I have worn for my own relatives and friends, has nothing to do with guilt.67

By using the existing ideas and rhetoric of the Black Armband debate, Muecke
quite consciously attempted to reclaim or redirect the discourse away from its
conservative origin.
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In an article for the left-wing Arena Magazine, Rachel Buchanan and Paul
James, like Muecke, criticised the fact that the only acceptable ‘Black Armband’
history is a romantic commemoration of Australia at war.
Australia is currently building up a very selective form of remembering where a
black-armband view can only be developed in one area by a narrow take on the past
– a new romanticising of our military history … The myth still masks such issues
as rape in war, the betrayal of our war-time ally East Timor, and the wars of
‘settlement’ on our own soil when colonisation of the Aboriginal peoples of this
country allowed for the original ‘forging of a nation’.68

Buchanan and James uncovered the hypocrisy of the conservative employment of
the Black Armband slogan by looking at our ‘Black Armband’ veneration of the
mythological Anzac (the mate, the digger, the Unknown Soldier). Why is it, they
asked, that only revisionist history is labelled ‘Black Armband’, and is not allowed
to commemorate? Only by bringing out the true meaning of the black armband —
commemoration and veneration, not unnecessary guilt — would enable
Australians to come to terms with their past.
The reclamation of ‘Black Armband’ has also been attempted as an ironic
parody of the narrowness of conservative attacks upon revisionist history.
(Geoffrey Blainey and John Howard have been the main targets here, but the likes
of Kevin Donnelly and Paul Sheehan are equally susceptible to this leftist
inflection.) ‘This week’, began former La Trobe historian, Tony Barta, in an article
for the Age, ‘I have been wearing a black armband. It has always seemed an
appropriate thing for a historian of the Australian past — and present — to do’.69
Neglecting our ‘Black Armband’ past, argued Barta, is both morally indefensible
and bad history.
Speaking at another seminar held by Melbourne University, Tony Birch
described Blainey and Howard’s claims to historical objectivity and balance as
weightless, their criticisms of ‘Black Armband’ blinded by their own ‘white
veils’.70 The term ‘white blindfold’ has also been used tactically to describe
conservative criticisms of revisionist history.71 Like reclaiming ‘Black Armband’,
the use of ‘White Blindfold’ is a rhetorical device, aimed at wresting control away
from conservatives in the debate.
In these ways, ‘Black Armband’ has been reappropriated. No longer a
pejorative label, for some it is once more a symbol of veneration. ‘white blindfold’
is also a clever twist of the debate’s language. But there are problems in remaining
within the parameters of the Black Armband discussion. Its narrow approach to
history is perpetuated. The complexity of differing approaches to the past is
reduced. Criticisms of revisionist history have been challenged by appropriating,
dissecting or inflecting the conservative rhetoric. Yet such moves have remained
bound by a debate which is a simplification of historical process.
Rejecting the slogan ‘Black Armband’ makes it possible to tease out a more
subtle investigation of what revision means. In contesting the simplicity of the
Black Armband dichotomy, a more complex evocation of history becomes
apparent. Revisionist history is not a reaction, as Don Watson has argued, ‘but an
attempt to find a deeper contemporary meaning in the past’.72 The bipolarity of
Black Armband discourse reifies historical revision. In doing so, the real meaning
of revision is paradoxically erased. As a process, revision is not concerned to
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delete past interpretations, but to add to them. And the abject failure of the debate
to properly accommodate history as inherently revisionist reveals its own narrow
conception of historical interpretation.
Arguments against the conservative core of this debate must avoid such
simplification. The key here is a more nuanced and discerning approach to the
past, where complexity and contradiction can be seen to broaden the possibility of
historical approaches rather than hindering their comprehension. The history
implied by the Black Armband debate is about contrast rather than complexity;
understandings of revision as expansive are reduced by the debate’s simple
slogans of division.
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